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The Problem: This project aims to study various ways of designing intelligent trading and marketmaking agents. We are simultaneously devising and refining an artificial market environment, and
using it to study cooperative and competitive agent behavior.
Motivation: In the last decade there has been a surge of interest within the finance community in describing equity markets through computational agent models [5]. At the same time, financial markets
are an important application area within artificial intelligence for the fields of agent-based modeling and
machine learning, since agent objectives and interactions tend to be more clearly defined, both practically and mathematically, in these markets than in other areas. Computational modeling of markets
allows for the opportunity to push beyond the restrictions of traditional theoretical models of markets
through the use of computational power. At the same time, the artificial markets approach allows a
fine-grained level of experimental control that is not available in real markets. Thus, data obtained
from artificial market experiments can be compared to the predictions of theoretical models and to data
from real-world markets, and the level of control allows one to examine precisely which settings and
conditions lead to the deviations from theoretical predictions usually seen in the behavior of real markets. This project is also an application area for the general problems of distributed intelligence such as
collective learning, coordination and competition. We are interested in studying how software agents
endowed with learning abilities might interact, co-evolve, and cooperate in societies of learning agents.
Previous Work: The project draws on at least three distinct subfields: market microstructure, experimental markets, and simulated markets. Studies in market microstructure theory provide important
background and context for the experiments and simulations[6]. An alternative to the theoretical approach is an experimental one in which individuals are placed in a controlled market setting, given
certain endowments of securities and cash, and allowed to trade with each other[1, 4]. Lastly, computer
simulations of markets populated by software agents extend the experimental approach by allowing
the experimenter to test various theories of learning behavior and market microstructure in a controlled
environment([3, 2, 5] inter alia).
Approach: Within the artificial markets project, we are pursuing four major research directions, some
of which are discussed in detail in companion abstracts.
1. We are investigating the structures and trading mechanisms of markets, with particular reference
to the role of market-makers, both monopolistic market-makers like NYSE specialists, and competitive market-makers like those on the NASDAQ. We are designing automated mechanisms for
market-making based on machine learning techniques and studying the emergent properties of
the markets.
2. We are interested in designing richer, more complex agent-based market models. In pursuit of this
goal, we are designing trading agents that use sophisticated techniques from machine learning
and artificial intelligence to populate our markets.
3. We are examining the aggregate statistical properties of order flow in our markets and the time
series properties of the prices processes generated by our agents, and comparing these to the properties empirically known to hold in real markets, like the fat- tailed nature of return distributions.
This work will provide insight into the basic mechanisms underlying real-world phenomena observed in financial markets.
4. We are continuing to develop and improve our artificial market software, which provides a testbed
for many experiments and allows artificial and human agents to interact with each other in a
controlled setting.
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Figure 1: (a) Typical Realization of Artificial Market Experiments (Information Dissemination with Identical Preferences. (b) Typical Realization of Market-Making using Reinforcement Learning (Episode 100)
Impact: This research will provide insights into the impact of market structure and design on market efficiency, patterns of information flow and price processes. For example, we hope to investigate
the advantages of monopolistic vs. competitive dealer markets given different assumptions about market volatility. Simultaneously, investigating automated trading algorithms will provide insight into the
kinds of environments where particular trading strategies may be successful. The questions we ask in
this project lie at the intersection of several disciplines, from computer science (distributed systems of
agents), to learning (which is a key aspect of the artificial agents and possibly also of the market structure), to economics (financial markets are the primary focus), to cognitive sciences (interaction between
agents’ biases and properties with the overall behavior of the market).
Future Work: We are researching more sophisticated learning algorithms for our agents and the dynamics created by heterogeneous preferences. In the long term we are looking into the stability and
evolutionary dynamics of different learning strategies in societies of agents. Additionally, we will try
our adaptive market-making strategies in more realistic and complex market environments, and study
the possible refinement of learning techniques to deal with such complex environments.
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